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The democratic change of 1989 has given a new momentum to church building in
Hungary. Altogether 32 were built between 1990 and 2008. the cycle for contemporary
church building has come to an end, and this makes it possible to judge this period from
such a short distance of time. A characteristics of the period’s Lutheran architecture are,
that there are neither international, nor national ecclesiastical principles that would direct
or bind the hands of the designers, and, the 45 year break in churchbuilding after the 2nd
World War has cut the continuity of Lutheran church architecture. Contemporary church
architects design their buildings express their artistic approach freely, individually in every
single case. My study analyses the architect’s visions of the Lutheran church based on
specifically Lutheran architectural issues, and outlines the characteristics of the
contemporary Lutheran churches in Hungary.

1.Liturgy manifested in the internal layout
The typical internal arrangement of the period’s Lutheran
churches shows a strong correlation with the spatial approach of
the early 18th century derived from Leonard Sturm’s principles:
the geometrical and liturgical centres are detached, and attention
is drawn into a single direction, the centre.
Rows of benches are placed perpendicular to the axis, parallel to
each other (in cases along an arc), behind one another, all
looking in the same direction, to the liturgical centre.

2. Connection between liturgy and spatial form
For the first time in Hungarian Lutheran architecture, the spatial
forms in this period are not necessarily defined by historical
styles nor ecclesiastical guidelines. The lack of liturgical and
architectural governing principles, as well as the momentum in
church-building, which evolved int he years of the democratic
conversion, has given architects the opportunity to express their
artistic approach freely.
László Benczúr’s architecture looks for spaces directed towards
a single liturgical centre, which has resulted in versatile spatial
forms. The churches of Tamás Nagy use a unique language of form, that also uses

symbols from outside the Christian culture. His architecture evolves from creating spatial
unity, and is therefore characteristically Lutheran.

3. The heritage of the „ratification” period
A large number of contemporary architects reach back to the
„ratification” period (1681-1781, „artikuláris” in Hungarian) to find
characteristically Hungarian architectural roots in Lutheran
church-building. The connection is not made by simply copying a
style, but by recalling the formal restrictions imposed upon
Protestant churches in that period. As a result of these
restrictions, churches could not be built in the traditional image of
a church: no towers and street entrances were allowed, the buildings had to look like
barns, could not be called „church”, and often the meeting houses were converted from
dwellings. Many contemporary churches have one or more of these features as their
defining concept.
4. The use of materials as ornaments
When

considering

ornaments,

contemporary

Lutheran

architecture does not make use of paintings or sculptures, as in
the periods before. Rather, decoration is created by the
materiality of the surrounding surfaces itself. The patterns,
textures and detailing give the impression of individually
handcrafted ornamentation. Walls treated the same way on both
faces establish a calm, elegant feeling, that corresponds to the Lutheran traditions.

5. A call for mysticism in the Lutheran church
As opposed to earlier Hungarian examples, the transcendent
effect appears as a design intent in the interiors of contemporary
Lutheran churches. The vertical emphasis of the Gothic style
(reaching toward heaven) can be seen in some cases, but more
typically the mysticism of light is used to create this impression.
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